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…A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

The Crystal River Part 13

***Please read the asterisk section on Page 3 first.***

Important: Your personal ascension begins with a quantum leap from faith
into an unexplored dimension of expected and unexpected discoveries;
remembering and rediscovering and expanding the creative adventures of
being The Father’s divine imagination; for Good. We are the most privileged
and most responsible generation; the first to know about quantum science,
relativity, holograms, subatomic particles, ageless photons, micro chips and DNA.

The Son of Promise
A Son of Promise is a Spiritual Son born on the Believability
of a Word of Promise as opposed to a son of natural human
animal birth. Learn how to be a Spiritual Unified Son of Promise.
There is a place of belief in God where God is All; there is
nothing else. He is alone. He is DNA and the reproductive RNA
is within Him and One with Him. All was made by Him and
nothing was made without Him. Every thing He created was by
a defining Word. As the Beginning was and the End is, so is
every step in the process. It all begins and ends with a Word.
He began with darkness matter and created a Dimension of
Relativity by defining Light as a relative opposite of darkness.
Earth is a place of relativity, where every force has an opposite.
God is invisible Spirit so He created man to be a visible expression of Himself with an opposite flesh
nature. However flesh is shown to not have the ability alone to complete His Spiritual Plan. His plan for
man is that His Holy Spirit is assigned to reveal the Character of God to the Spirit of man. In the Rhema
revelation we are told that there is a natural body and there is a spiritual body. Christ defines the anointed
spiritual body. The Spiritual body only is empowered to express God’s nature. God’s image is manifested
by faith / belief in your own promise of anointing. Examples of Promise power:
Gen. 17:15 “Sarah shall her name be. And I will bless her, and give thee a son also of her” (Promise)
Gal. 4:28 “Now we, brethren, as Isaac was, are the children of Promise.”
Rom: 8:19 “For the earnest expectation of the creation waiteth for the manifestation of the (Promised)
Sons of God.” CRJ
Rom. 9:8 “They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God: but the
children of the Promise are counted for the Seed (Christ).”
Gal. 3:29 “If you be Christs, then are you Abrams seed, and heirs according to the Promise.
* Christ, the only begotten Son of Promise, was begotten above and we in Him (1st Cor. 8:6) before He was born of woman on
this planet.* Study for yourself the context of John 3:16, including John 3:13-15.
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Ephesians 4:4-6; “There is One body, and One Spirit, even as you are called in One Hope of your
calling; One Lord, One faith, One baptism, One God and Father of all, who is above all, and
through all, and in you all.” One for all; One in all; One as a corporate all.
Also; lst Cor. 8: 6-7 “To us there is but One God, the Father, of whom are all things, and we in Him;
and One Lord Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by Him. Howbeit, there is NOT in every
man that knowledge.” Not everyone has heard. Not every one who has heard has believed.
OUR CHRIST SOURCE of Inspiration is, of course, the Holy Scriptures. They are our commonality. Most
believers, seemingly, still have not discovered the personal Secret of Spiritual Inspiration and Revelation
called Rhema. “So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Rhema [revealed] Word of God”
(Rom.10:17). Most believers still choose to depend on some authority figure for their Scriptural
understanding and are trying to live some one else’s faith. In the Rhema Spirit of the WORD, the Bible
reveals to seekers a hidden Mystery: God WITHIN, which leads like steps onward to THE Mystery of the
Kingdom of Heaven WITHIN, of Christ WITHIN, of Faith WITHIN, of God’s Will WITHIN, of God’s
Wisdom WITHIN.
I POINT YOU ALSO TO THE Mystery of Two Dimensions. The Father of Creation found it necessary
in His Plan, in order to design a visible realm, to create a Dimension with two opposite rival forces which
are basically identified in the Script as day and night, good and evil, cause and effect, life and death,
heaven and hell, positive and negative, etc. and which expand to every activity and attitude in MAN’S
MIND. “This World” identifies this three-dimensional realm. Opposite forces do not exist in the Quantum
Realm of God’s Dimension of Oneness that is the realm of our origin. You cannot project the powers of
opposites into His higher Dimension. They do not fit with One Father God and Christ Who is all and in all.
God so loves this realm of opposition because it is a perfect training ground for our visible spirit with built
in developmental tests. IN THE SCRIPTURAL PAGEANT of the personalization of the unfolding
creation, in Genesis One and Two, the two three-dimensional life opposite forces become characterized as
two “Sons, or forces” present within each person to represent two equal expressions of the Father’s Nature
in order to balance this relative realm. (The opposites are illustrated for our understanding by Cain/Abel;
Ishmael/Isaac; Esau/Jacob; and the Rich man’s two sons in Luke 15:11.)
The two Son’s life energies continually play interactive roles in the lives of people in the Kingdoms of this
World, as the Son of Perdition vs. the Son of Promise. Each is important to The Plan. Each person alive on
Earth is actually purposed to deal with both natures; but no one in the contest can be both. In the Genesis
story, the woman (Adam’s Eve) “the living Soul” (Gen. 2:7), was persuaded by Nachash the Serpent (the
survival of the fittest animal flesh nature) that she could be both flesh and spirit, which created a personal
duality and offsetting forces and an absolutely incompatible condition. Flesh and Spirit are enemy energies
and cannot coexist. The stress struggle caused by this duality is the root cause of all disease and leads to
the curse of mortality and death. Stress is the evidence of struggle. In the final analysis we, sent ones, are
sent here to establish a visible Spiritual Kingdom of unified Peace and Harmony in Oneness as a witness to
the world. The Bible teaches that this Unity is accomplished by superimposing the Overcoming Spirit of
The Mind of Christ upon the physical body. Our physical body is designed to manifest the Spirit; however
only the Spirit body qualifies to manifest the Kingdom of The Spirit God and His Love Nature. The Spirit
Body of Christ is designed to manifest Resurrection Life. The flesh mind consciousness manifests
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separation from God’s Life and worships God as some one else, who is somewhere else. I know that you
already know that.
A QUICK REVIEW may be important here. The Hebrew name for Serpent, first introduced as an opposing
deceptive force in Genesis 3:1-5, is Nachash. He is depicted as the origin of sin in the flesh. Exodus 4:1-4
records that Moses was shown that Nachash the Serpent had perverted his identity. (Satan had stolen Moses’
identity symbolized by his rod. When he threw down his rod, his identity, it exposed Nachash.) In Exodus
38:8, the Tabernacle Laver was made of the women’s gift of their brass looking glasses. Bezaleel made the
Laver of Brass. The word brass is Nachash in Hebrew. Whenever the Priests washed their hands in the
mirrored Laver, they washed their hands of Eve’s deception. In Numbers 21:5-9, Moses was instructed to
make a Serpent of Brass. He made a symbol of Nachash (Serpent of Brass) and put it on a pole. I’m sure you
get the message. But, the most important part of this 4,000 year continuing story is found in John 3:14; “And
as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness (Numbers 21), even so must the Son of man be lifted
up,” which is a prophesy of His death. When Jesus was crucified on the cross (the pole) He became the
Serpent Nachash.
***When Christ died as Nachash, the Serpent on the pole, He erased from history the genetic record of
the flesh Nachash. He removed the Serpent influence from the historic record of everyone who has
ever lived. He left only His Resurrection record to all those who can believe. No wonder the Apostle
Paul could say, I was crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live, but not as flesh, not as the Son of
Perdition, but as Resurrected Spirit. Let the record show that for me to have lived and to live now is
Christ. We have wronged no man. All wrong doing, all evil, has been removed from the human record.
I am a new man.
All who can believe this will release our planet from the history of sin in the flesh, and will join in the
process of instituting a new Heaven and a new Earth. Just as a genetic surgeon today can remove a
flawed gene from a fetus before it is ever born, Christ removed for all mankind the flesh factor at The
Cross; if thou canst believe. Christ was the scaple of the Spirit, to remove for all time, the flesh gene.
The Christ genetic Seed is The Son of Promise.***

Every person on Earth is either carnal flesh or a Son of Promise.
I call your attention to our study of the Tabernacle to help you understand the message of the role the Soul’s
Voice plays in your salvation. The Golden Altar identifies you as the Voice of the living Soul (Gen. 2:7). The
flesh Veil (Heb. 10:20) separated the Soul Voice from the Spirit realm of the Most Holy Spirit. Your Spiritual
condition is determined by your understanding of the Veil in your Temple body (1st Cor. 3:16 and 6:20). The
“flesh” Veil was rent (taken away) by the crucifixion of Christ when He died as the serpent (John 3: 14, Matt.
27:51 and Heb. 10:19-20). The Golden Altar was positioned in the Holy Place, your Soul, on the east side of
the Veil; but when the Veil was taken away there was no longer a separation between the Holy and Most
Holy. The Gold Altar is the symbol of Prayer. Your Prayer Altar is no longer in a position of separation from God
(Heb. 9:4). If you still think of yourself as or in any way separate from your Father, you are still in your “flesh
natured” soul. It is written; Father’s House is to be a house of unhindered, intimate communication.
YOU CAN RUN A TEST to see if your prayers are still concerned with changing the flesh. The flesh cannot
be changed. It died when Nachash died in Christ. If you still think of yourself as two separate identities of
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soul and spirit, your prayers will concern requests for things to be different. If you understand that the flesh
Veil has been removed and the Voice of the Altar is moved into the Most Holy Place, then your prayers are
Spiritual, in Oneness with Christ Who is your life. You are perfect and complete (Sozo) in Christ. Spiritual
Unified prayers will be “Thanksgiving” for your perfection in Christ. Your position is a Life giving Spirit.
The Veil symbolized the flesh that is taken away in Christ (a type of circumcision in the heart). All your
prayers are an administrative activity of the Unified Spirit.
“THERE IS A NATURAL BODY, AND THERE IS A SPIRITUAL BODY” (1st Cor. 15:44). The
natural body that we received at birth was the offspring of the Living (Life-Producing) Soul. She is Eve, the
mother of all living. She was the RNA taken from the side of Adam formed of the Earth. The trillions of
daughter cells in our natural body inherited the soul’s feminine role of reproduction and cell replacement.
God gave the Soul the Power and Authority to create the Life of her husband by the Power of her voice. The
Bible records that Eve was beguiled and innocently made a covenant with a serpentine man who had a flesh
nature, which resulted in mortality.
After 4,033 years Jesus, the Son of Promise, focused His Light on the Soul’s mortal condition and her
dilemma in continually producing mortal flesh. He, Who knew no sin, willingly took upon Himself the nature
and identity of the man of sin who is in every life the Son of Perdition. When Jesus died as the serpent Son of
Perdition on the pole, the woman was widowed and set free to marry another husband. The man she was
betrothed to marry, by our Heavenly Father, was and is the Resurrection Son of Promise. She represents all
of us. Just as in nature, the female egg or Seed, must be pollinated by a male sperm. The reproducing Word
of God is revealed to be His Sperma Word, which is distinguished as the Rhema Word. The Rhema “Word”
appears 27 times in the New Covenant. Luke 1:38 is one of those times; “Be it unto me according to thy
[Rhema] Word.” The spiritual body of the Promise is conceived inside the loins of your mind. It happens
when we receive the Rhema Word which rents the matrix veil of The Spiritual Most Holy Place Secret
Bedroom of our heart. We are joined in holy wedlock with the Christ Seed of the Promised Son. It is His
Seed that will produce the Promised Man Child in us by faith.
In your spiritual union with and as Christ, the submissive Soul no longer speaks; but she, in oneness as The
Spirit of Christ, IS HIS VOICE. You are no longer a living soul (Genesis 3:7), but you have experienced a
transformation; and you are, in Christ, a Life giving Spirit (A Life Creating Voice). If your interest is still in
the soul’s flesh realm, the best that can be said for your soul is that, “She is unfaithful (an adultress). She still
belong to the Church of the Galatians.” Are you so foolish? Having begun in the Spirit, are you now made
perfect by the flesh? (Galatians 3:3), which is impossible. Romans 8:8, “They that are in the flesh cannot
please God.” (This symbolism is why an understanding of the Tabernacle is foundational in your Spiritual
development.) The message has not changed.

There are only two men in the Bible:
The Son of Perdition and Christ the Son of Promise.
IN OUR LAST STUDY we tried to show that in OUR natural human birth, the Son of Perdition disguised
himself as our individual carnal soul mind — the carnal husband of our soul in our natural ‘born of a
woman birth.’ Every person in truth is spirit; but many still believe the Lie, which is; “you are flesh.” Jesus
taught that “flesh” was a lie from the beginning (as you think so are you), and you have not learned
(remembered) that you were born as Spirit above in Christ before your Earth experience. If you still claim
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to be flesh, you are still identified with the one who cannot be saved. The son of Perdition is none other
than the Serpent Nachash, who beguiled Eve. Her INNOCENT ACT implanted in the soul of Eve the
identity as flesh. Eve, the mother of every one born of woman, represents the feminine soul function in
every person. She, as the soul in each person, is the RNA and has the reproductive creative power of a
creator. Nachash assumed control of her mind and made it carnal or flesh minded. The word flesh
embodies the nature of carnality (carnivorous). Every person born of woman (Eve) genetically inherits the
same mind and in birth is controlled by the deceitful flesh consciousness of her spiritual husband.
*********** Satan is the world’s most impressive illusionist. ***********
LIKE ME, you probably thought we were all free independent persons from our natural birth. It was not
so. The universes’most ingenious illusionist, from THE VERY DAY OF our birth, took charge of our Id
and set himself up in the Temple of God, which is our mind and body, and declared himself to be the Ego
mind. He has given himself many identifications including Nachash the Serpent, The Son of Perdition, the
Man of Sin, the Ego, the Id, the Super Ego, Satan, and above all and the most deceitful name he has
assumed is YOU OR I. Regardless of our genetic family and their religious or spiritual standing, each of us
entered this world spiritually under the controlling deceptive influence of the son of perdition. He is the
ruler of the 3-D mind and the 3-D world. He deceived us into thinking of ourself as carnal flesh. He is the
inventor of religion. In religion he is very, very successful in the World systems. He wins an Oscar every
year. He almost always wins the Nobel Prizes; all of them. The Father made him so good that the very
elect would be deceived, if it were possible.
The curse on carnal flesh is mortality and death. Father’s Plan gives every person, by His Word, the power
to Remember that we were ‘in Christ’ before we were sent into this three-Dimensional world (Ephesians
1:4; Col. 3:3). The difference in being in Christ (the Christ mind) is the knowledge that our life did not
commence with our natural birth (born of woman) — we came from above, from a higher spiritual realm.
Our spiritual life was created above before we were sent to this “born of a woman” dimension. Every
person born of the Spirit is a Son of Promise and our life from our remembered-birth, is resurrection life,
just as the Virgin born Son’s life was. Awakened to that truth by the Holy Spirit, we are caused to
“remember.” The experience of resurrection is empowered by believing that “But if the Spirit of Him

that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He that raised up Christ from the dead shall
also quicken [give Resurrection power to] your mortal bodies by His Spirit that dwelleth in
you” (Romans 8:11).

Christianity is our introduction to our spiritual “Electric” body,
which is not limited to the third dimension.
Our assignment on the Planet, by the Holy Spirit, is to Remember the WAY God provided for us to be
released from the curse of the flesh consciousness and become a child of Promise. And we were shown
that in order to create the grounds of transition, Christ, on the cross, became “the serpent (Nachash the
man of sin) on the pole.” When He died He shed the blood of the flesh man, (“the life of the flesh is in the
blood”) and abolished the history of Nachash, the opposing duality of flesh. But, his memory lives on.
Our battle is with memory. The flesh mind requires opposition. Christ released every person born of
woman from the mortal flesh curse (that is every person who hears and can believe). He made it possible
for the mortal to become immortal. “This mortal must put on immortality” (1st Cor. 15:53). The shed
blood, on every Old Testament altar, represented death to the carnal duality. Christ’s death to the
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controlling carnal flesh mind at Golgatha (the skull place) opened the door to a New Creation kind of life.
We are still in this world; but not of it. The new life joins the believer in spiritual marriage to The Son of
Promise. The Spirit is single-minded.
The new feminine cellular bride of Christ is saved by bringing, out of the reproductive loins of her mind,
the Man Child Son, (our own new Son of Promise identity) (1Tim.2:14-15). We are positioned to establish
on earth Father’s ever expanding, everlasting Kingdom, in this world of opposition; by a people without
opposition who have learned to live in a Unified Field, in Oneness, where everything is according to
Father’s purpose for Good; released from the powers of duality. We are still in the world; but living in
Christ’s Oneness Union, in the Unified Field of the Quantum Dimension where Thanks Giving is our new
language. In Everything give thanks for this is the unquestioned Faith and the Will of God. “Thank you
Father,” says I trust You Father with Your Plan for my expression of Your Life.

Christianity is a fifth dimensional message, which cannot
be communicated with a third dimensional language.
Man’s third dimensional language is all based on COMPETETIVE Opposites; positive against negative,
life against death, heaven versus hell, etc. Man’s brain has the potential to be multi-dimensional, but has
been limited by a “flesh” consciousness veil. Jesus Christ was multi-dimensional and in His death to the
flesh man, He rent the minds’ three-dimensional flesh veil. In His resurrection He introduced to us the
door to higher dimensions and greater potentialities in a quality of Life called Resurrection. After Church
history in The Rev.4:1; a voice said, “Come up higher,” to other levels of vision, other thoughts and
words; a new language. Everything in life is created by words. Words are information. A word is a string
of genetic information, constantly and continually giving form to our life. Researchers today present a
String Theory of the Universe in which they propose that the universe is made up of strings of genetic
information. They present a good case. The cells in our body are made up of strings of genetic codes and
frequencies, which are a hologram (a microscopic blue print and an electrical schematic) of the physical
universe. God has shrunk Himself and His Universes into an invisible microscopic dot the size of the
‘least’ invisible realm of microscopic Spiritual DNA. We create strings of genes with our words of life.
The Greek word for FORM, in-form-ation, is MORPH. In other words morph is formed from the info in a
word. Inmorphation is to give form that explains the purpose of information. The study of Quantum
Physics deals with the formation of everything: from molecules, to organisms, to bodies, to societies, to
nations, even to entire galaxies; all are formed and shaped by our words out of the Morphic Fields, in our
case spirit words. The term “Morphic Field” was introduced by a British biologist, Rupert Sheldrake, in
1987. The term introduced an entire vocabulary to describe “self-organizing properties of biological
systems.” The study has to do with the mysterious power in cells of our body to differentiate in the process
of becoming different parts in the development of our physical form, starting as an embryo and developing
into a complete and perfectly formed and functioning baby. A Morphic Field is a unified field of harmony
and intelligent purpose at the invisible “quantum” level where life begins. Thank you Father for the
information.
HERE IS AN ILLUSTRATION WHERE LANGUAGE of a HIGHER DIMENSION was introduced to
mankind: Abraham was told to offer his son Isaac, the Spiritual Christ DNA, which came from inside
Abraham. There was shown to him a ram, caught in the thicket, to save the life of his SEED. Applying that
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same principle today, in the computer, a ram is the new language (stored dictionary) of the computer and
reveals the potential of our brain as caught in a thicket for those of us who have not learned this fifth
dimensional language. Expand your own definitions of cellular, word, gates, windows, way, path, internet,
light frequencies, etc. to think beyond ourself; STRETCH. Thank you Father.
I think that it is an interesting exercise to think of the Morphic Field of the fifth dimension as the Field that
Christ Yeshuah taught us: “that when you find the treasure in the spiritual field, go sell all that you have
accumulated in the three-dimensional world and buy The Field.” The treasure in the field is the Pearl of
great value. The Pearl is the woman’s egg, the Spiritual Son of Promise egg that contains the Father’s
RNA by which He is able to reproduce all His DNA attributes. It is a field worth owning. Ownership is a
matter of information or morphation. BIG!
THE SPIRITUAL EGG IS THE SPIRITUAL RNA in the loins of our mind. When a fertilized egg in
conception begins to multiply and reproduce daughter cells, each cell produced has the female RNA
reproductive capacity. So every person, male or female, at the cellular level is a female soul. Can you see
why the Bible tells us that God relates to us all as the female (RNA) bride of Christ or wife of Israel. In the
development of a fetus, every daughter cell has the complete information that was in the first conceptual
RNA. In the genius design of the Creator, certain cells immediately know to use selective types of
information to make the various parts of the baby, from a toenail to a brain cell. They do this without
losing communication with each different community of cells. Each different cell is able to draw upon a
memory bank in order to develop a particular specialized cell of size and shape and function. The
information is remembered across centuries of generational history. How cells specialize and
communicate, plus knowing exactly the complex operation, plus how many cells are required to complete
a part; an organ, bone, muscle or nerve, etc, plus how often to replace a degenerating cell, plus so much
more; demands recognition of an intelligent designer plus a choreographed orchestration of unified purpose.
I believe that we must begin to see how our new life in Christ requires us to ascend to higher levels of
dimensional thought and a new creative vocabulary. In Christ, with Christ as our life, we are Word people.
And, know it or not, we each create our own life with our creative voice. The cells of our body are created
to respond to the sound of our voice. Each word becomes a player in the drama of writing our story. It is
imperative that we only see our life as spirit and learn words that form and are in harmony with our
spiritual perfection in Christ. Our most often thought and said phrase should be: “Thank you Father, that
you trusted us with this assignment.”
IN THE BEGINNING: (We need to be aware of this point, my dear friends.) The natural and the spiritual
follow the same patterns. The development of our physical body was for nine months a continuing daily
mystical and miraculous creative unexplainable phenomena—but undeniable. Each day was a miraculous
development from one degree of glory to another. Everything changed after birth when our carnal mind
began to develop and we began to believe that we, with our mind, could improve on what the Father in
Heaven had accomplished. It is part of Father’s Plan that we go through a time of learning the iniquity of
the flesh nature. I believe that after we have been awakened to the latent power of the Super Conscious
Mind of Christ, the more we understand the need to restore control of the mystical autonomic system to
the ONE who designed it. The body has many built in correcting systems WHICH OPERATE WITHOUT
OUR THOUGHTS. The more we trust Him and the more we remove our anxieties and stress from
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interfering with the autonomic system; the sooner we can enter into His rest. Thank you, Father. We’re
getting it!
“THE CHRIST” which is The Anointed Life of our Father, can never be defined or communicated by
using the three-dimensional words of the limiting three-dimensional physical earth. The Quantum Morphic
Field is a library of new and different vocabulary, already within us, with it’s own dictionary of definitions
inscribed in the Spiritual DNA of our spiritual heart, interpreted and applied by the higher consciousness
of our own spiritual Christ Mind. The subconscious mind administers one hundred thousand chemical
reactions per second (every moment) via the autonomic nervous system without us giving or contributing a
thought. The Quantum Dimension located in the most secret microscopic Most Holy Place, in the hidden
darkness of our DNA, is a secret coded treasure of genetic potentialities administered by the autonomic
Higher Super Conscious Holy Presence of our Holy Father (in Whom we are One). It is His Life and His
Plan that we are being prepared to manifest in our Earth body in His increasing and expanding Kingdom,
world without end. Our induction into the Elementary School of TRUST was the Pentecostal introduction
of speaking a language that bypassed the old separated verbal soul that was educated in the languages of
the oppositional three dimensions of flesh. Thank you, Father. We’re getting it.

Resurrection Life is the NOW LIFE of CHRIST
which is beyond time… AS US.
The Bible defines Christianity as Spirit Life. To experience the Christ Anointed Life function of the
Creative Power of the Father, we must know we were born of His Spirit. Once we ‘get’ this message we
are assured that our life originated in HIM. Spirit has always been. There is no new spirit. The Spirit Life
we were caused to remember is the Christ Resurrection Life; which was His Eternal Life even before the
Cross. He didn’t die to become the Resurrection. He was already the Resurrection, which He first
introduced and demonstrated at His baptism. He died on the cross in the three-dimensional visible world to
reveal to us the end of temporal life. Through His death, having taken upon Himself the nature of the
Serpent, He made an open show of the end of carnal flesh… all part of Father’s perfect Plan for perfecting
His Sons. Christ’s death abolished the handwriting of carnal ordinances which were written in our human
DNA. We can say; “I am the resurrection and the life. I am no longer a part of generational flesh; I am
unified Spirit, in Christ’s Holy Spirit Power. This is part or my new language. Thank you, Father.”
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST DEFINED RESURRECTION as “not of this world” which means that it was
of another dimension of the mind; or of another level of consciousness of mind. In our natural, born of
woman mind, we inherited a limiting flesh defining Egyptian consciousness of a world framed and
illustrated by a three-dimensional mind. The natural carnal flesh mind is, in Hebrew, the meaning of the
word Egypt and is a symbol in spiritual language of limited thinking. Matthew quotes God as saying;
“Out of Egypt [out of the carnal mind] have I called my Son.” The deceiving man of sin, the beguiler
who presents himself as our own carnal mind, delights in getting us to identify our self as flesh. Many
confessing Christians still confess that I am in the flesh without being aware that they are empowering the
Son of Perdition who Jesus said could not be saved. We are not flesh if we have the Holy Spirit of Christ
within us. We are Spirit, and we cannot be spirit and also flesh. We really need to get that sorted out. The
cloven foot and the cloven tongue must be offered as a sacrifice. Satan gets us to call our self flesh then
incriminates us by saying that in the flesh it is impossible to please God. He plays dirty pool. He is good at
his craft.
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EDUCATORS AND RESEARCHERS have taught us that we use between 2% and 10% of the “gray
matter” (learning potential) of our brain. We are locked into that small part of our brain until we know
personally that in our Temple brain the veil has been taken away. That information shows that our natural
three-dimensional mind has dramatically limited us. It is interesting that the death of Christ, as the Serpent
on the pole and the renting of the veil in our Temple, was accomplished at a place called Golgotha or the
Place of the Skull. Hmmm.

When we were born ‘AGAIN’, it happened by a WORD FROM GOD.
We were born as WORD PEOPLE; people who live by their words.
God so loved this three-dimensional world, for He had perfectly designed it as the realm for the transition.
The transition is the change of the fleshly mortal mind and body into the Heavenly Spiritual Immortal
Resurrection Mind and Body. It is where the Kingdoms of this world become the Kingdoms of our Lord
God and of His Christ. Overcomers of the flesh memory, written in our human genetic DNA, are those
Believers who are chosen and anointed to implement Father’s Transforming Plan. Time was warped at the
Cross of Christ by His Resurrection. He destroyed the power of the Nacash devil, however He left His
victory in the Spiritual Realm of Faith. When He rent the veil of the flesh on the Cross, He released
Believers from the limiting three-dimensional world. He opened the door and the window of the Spiritual
Ark to reveal to us our release from generational bondage. Another chapter in this parable is when Moses,
Aaron, and Hur ascended to the top of Mount Sinai. (Their ascension created a model of moving into a
higher dimension.) At the same time, Joshua contended with Amalek. Amalek, the grandson of Esau,
symbolizes the flesh. When Moses raised his rod, he symbolized his Anointed Authority. His rod was
earlier the deceitful identity of Nacash, the serpent. Joshua prevailed over Amalek. Yehvah God said; “I
will utterly put out the remembrance [wipe out the memory] of Amalek from under [in] Heaven. The
LORD will have war with Amalek from generation to generation” (Exodus 17:8-16). At first glance
this sounds confusing that Amalek’s memory is utterly wiped out, and then the scripture states that the
LORD will make war with Amalek from generation to generation. The place where Amalek’s memory is
wiped out is in the higher dimension of Heaven within our Christ Mind. On earth the flesh nature continues
to be man’s number one problem. The way out of the continuing war between the flesh and the Spirit is
given to those in Christ who learn to ascend into the higher consciousness of our union with Him. I have
personally learned that the door that leads to the dimension of a higher consciousness is entered by praying
in a language which the human soul does not understand.

THE CHRIST LIFE IS OF ANOTHER DIMENSION;
WHERE the INVISIBLE IS MADE VISIBLE.
The GREAT MYSTERY of THE FATHER of All Life is playing both sides of this eternal “chess game,”
inside of us, as an always neutral, unbiased Father. Let’s look again at the character Nachash. He is
portrayed as the father of Pride who continually plays other roles; Satan, Deceiver, Whisperer, Beguiler,
Man of Sin, Son of Perdition, Evil, Devil, Id. Ego. He is so perfect at his craft that not only was he able to
seduce the innocent, gullible, living Soul Mother of us all; we all inherited from her the same flesh Id,
deception. The woman’s egg (RNA) never changes. The Father’s Plan subjected us to the Id and the Ego of
the Beguiler as our own identity. That is not who we really are. And without our introduction to the Christ
truth, flesh is who we think we are. No, no! The Scriptures reveal our Id and the Ego was actually the
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master Illusionist, the Man of Sin, the carnal nature posing as I. Webster defines the Id as, and I quote;
“that part of the psyche which is the source of instinctive energy dominated by the pleasure principle and
impulsive wishing of the ego.” Further Webster defines the “ego” as “the self, the individual awareness of
self, conceit, viewing everything in relation to me.” The truth we are to discover, is our own Truth; we are
God’s Son the Christ. “What do you have in your hand? Throw it down. It will become a serpent? Ask
Moses.”
HE WHO IS LEAST IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS THE GREATEST. LITTLE IS BIG.
One of the latest mind boggling developments of the new paradigm of spiritual development is the digital
camera. Are you aware that the new method of ‘taking’ pictures or making movies DIGITALLY does not
use film. The new cameras uses a micro chip called a memory board. My grandson has a new digital
camera that can store 320 pictures on a memory board chip the size of a postage stamp. In layman terms;
that camera can shrink a photograph of a person, or a group of people, or a house or a Cathedral to an
invisible speck. Even with a powerful magnifying glass you cannot see the speck.
At Thanksgiving, this year, Polly and I were with our two daughters, sons in law, grand children and great
grands. They really do get grander. We two are now twenty-two. Josh was taking family pictures when I
noticed him change the memory chip in his camera. It was for me a graphic illustration of new revelations
of Spiritual insights that Father is entrusting to us. I hope you can be awed by this reality; The Mighty God,
the Creator of the mighty universe is allowing man to see HOW He can shrink Himself to be the dynamic
life giving functioning Intelligence in the invisible microscopic DNA; which is a ‘string’ of genetic data
powerful enough to build Him a physical Temple to live in and express His Miraculous Power through. I
believe in miracles. Do you? I have already mentioned the ‘string’ theory of parallel dimensions and
universes. They are talking about strings of genetic information used to form entire dimensions. They are
all within man.
SOMETHING NEW IS UNFOLDING as we learn to unfold the double helix strands of folded DNA.
Researchers have actually discovered how to take skin cells and decode and reverse the memory in the cells
back to the time those skin cells were stem cells. Every class of cells started as a stem cell. Each cell retains
memory back to the time in their development when they could be any kind of cell; a toenail or a brain cell,
or hair, or eye, or bone or liver or nerve cell. Research scientists have actually succeeded in transplanting a
regressed skin cell into a laboratory animal and the cell could reproduce as a lung or liver cell. If Scientists
can do that don’t you think that the Spirit of the Creator in us can make all things new?
We plan to continue our exploration the ‘nano’ universe within while learning the correct creative
vocabulary. Thanks to all who participate and contribute. Thanks especially to Polly and Dianne. I would
remain an unidentified dot without you.
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